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submit your articles for the
November issue of Stardust by the
due date of October 30, 2000.
Thank you.
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Presioent's
By Paul CampbeU

fter this meeting, only 3 more meetings as
President for me, but who's counting. There are
a few things that I should mention. The Telescope
Loaner Program seems to have some problems with people
returning their telescopes. Larry Wood has decided, with
Council approval, to run the telescopes more like a library,
in that we would have overdue charges. Please, please,
please return your telescopes, so others can borrow them.
An announcement is on page 13, outlining the complete
details of this new system.

A

Secondly, many of our long time members feel the loss of
Bryce Heartwell. It is my position that we should do
something in memorial to Bryce. It has been proposed
that the Astrophotography Award be renamed The Bryce
Heartwell Astrophotography Award. Bryce was an avid
astrophotographer, as so the renaming of this award seems
appropriate. If anybody has any other ideas, please contact

me and I will carry them forward to the November Council
meeting.

Finally, it's October and that means Astronomy
Workshop time!
Personally, I've yet to miss an Astronomy Workshop and
I've yet to not have a great time at any workshop. I'm
sure this one will be no different. For me, it is a time to
relax and thoroughly enjoy my hobby with good friends,
and a time to meet new ones. It's a weekend saturated
with astronomy and good times. I heartily recommend
that those who have not signed up do so at tonight's
meeting. See Sharon Tansey or one of her workshop
committee members, and sign up. It's guaranteed you will
have a good time, so hopefully I will see you all there.

Celestron 20x80 binoculars.
Comes with custom made, removable T-bracket and
mount. New Televue 20mm Ploss I eyepiece.

Optics & installation by Barry Arnold. Will include Meade
Super Wide Angle 24.5 mm eyepiece.

Asking $525.00
Contact:

fl8 6" Newtonian reflector telescope

$500 or best offer.

Dwight Hansen
118 Great Oaks
Sherwood Park, Alberta
(780) 464-1268

Contact:

••
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<

Bob & Aase Murray
(780) 467-5839
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Tansey never had time to take a peak at anything but got
great practice at setting up and putting away her scope.
Richard Huziak, the ASP guest speaker, showed up on
Thursday while Murray rolled in on Friday to provide
him with a dry and warm place to stay. Harris made an
attempt but after a night in the local hotel and an hour of
Weather channel disappointing forecasts , he headed back
to Edmonton the next day.

2000
By Denis Boucher
ow that we have experienced the worst weather
during the Alberta Star Party, we only have room
for better skies. Yes people, rain was the word
every day and night. Larry, Doug and I arrived in Caroline
on Tuesday amidst rainfalls and low clouds. The sky gave
us a taste the next night by way of a few holes in the
overcast which eventually closed in.

N

Rick and Carol Weis did not make the ASP due to work
commitments. With the rain falling and the daily slow
pace, the Calgary and Edmonton members took the
initiative of putting up a couple of doors on the main
building. This new construction was appreciated by all
as the hot stove provided many with warmth and a more
comfortable place to chat. The joke of the week was
directed at Larry 's undergarment. Hard work had the
tendency to drive his "long-johns" down to his knees.
The comical and must see retrieval fuelled many
comments and eventually became part of jokes of all sorts.
Larry 's moons definitely compensated for the lack of clear
skies but also reminded many of us of better things to
come, hopefully clear skies for the next ASP and possibly

A break in the overcast on Thursday permitted
Larry to test his new Baader filter. It turned out to
be the highlight of the week. Outstanding views of
the Sun were observed at very high power, 500X
or more. This new filter is definitely sharper than
anything I have seen before. Many were easily
convinced of the better image quality, especially
after viewing the Sun minutes prior in Mylar and
glass types.
To the surprise of everyone, the sky cleared after a
few thunderstorms on Thursday night. Many scopes
were quickly set up and observing began as clouds
were moving off. After a quick view at M57 , M91
and 108, I tried to find IC1296, a small galaxy
beside the Ring Nebula. Larry did find it but I was not as
successful. The sky began to deteriorate and to all
astonis hment fog formed. The view of the night sky
vanished after only 30 minutes. Everyone reverted to
putting away his or her scopes. Visibility was down to a
few hundred feet for the remainder of the night. Sharon

a new pair of long-johns for Larry. Now that we have hit
the low point, the future can only be brighter.
See you at the next ASP.

If you have indicated you wish to travel by carpool or
convoy, and haven' t been contacted by a week before the
workshop, let Shelly know. (See back of Stardust.)

And finally a note of thanks on behalf of the centre to
the workshop committee members who have been
cooperating to make the workshop happen:

-

Harris Christian, ShirLee Adamson, Cathy McKinnon,
Bruce McCurdy, Mike Hoskinson, Shelly Sodergren, Terry
Nonay, and Larry Wood.

George Moores'
AC!rrftlnomy Workshop

See you at Skeleton Lake.

By Sharon Tansey

P

reparations are well underway for our astronomy
workshop at the end of this month. The renovations
to the site at Skeleton Lake are (hopefully by the
time you read this) nearing or at completion, giving us
another 20 warm beds.
As mentioned at last month's meeting, Murray Paulson
is no longer able to attend the workshop. Bruce has
volunteered to replace Murray's "Binocular Walk" with
a "Real-Sky Constellation Walk", of simi lar appeal and
duration . The Starhopping session will no longer be
offered.
We have had a good response from the teachers for the
Grade Six Teacher Sessions to be given by Russ and Ken.
The teachers are coming from as far away as Red Deer
and most are really excited by the prospect of looking
through all the telescopes. Fortunately, our Keynote
speaker Ken Hewitt-White is willing to help with the
observing sessions and can serve as head "tourist guide".
By now, people who have registered should have received
a map, "what to bring", and an updated schedule of events.
The latter should have arrived last week via e-mail. If I
don' t have your e-mail address, there will be a copy of
the updated schedule with your name on it to pick up
after the meeting, or at the workshop.

To everyone: Please bring your map and schedule of
events to the workshop with you.

"

'~i

'

RAse 2001 Calendars
Now Available

The RASC Calendars for the year 2001 are now
ready for distributuion. Sale price is a nominal
$10.00 so order early. This is a beautiful calendar
with high quality photos, and plenty of
information to plan your observing sessions
around. It also lists the upcoming Star Parties so
you can plan your vacation . Pick up at a monthly
meeting if possible.

M.e.

Rankin
4203 - 1068 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T6A 1 K7
Phone: (780) 469-3066
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observer's
Report
By Alister Ung

t's been a really classic September in Alberta - lots of
clear blue skies and dry sparkling nights interspersed
with cloud and rain only on observing weekends. Well ,
almost. If you hung in, you generally got rewarded, except
for the Alberta Star Party, where I correctly forecast a
few days in advance the rain and cloud across the Labour
Day weekend. Better luck next year!

When you're out under a clear sky, look for Mira, the
"wonderful. " It 's a lovely long period variable star
currently near its peak brightness, filling a gap in the
constellation Cetus. To find it, start at the lovely double
star gamma Andromedae, run through the hockey stick
figure of Aries and continue the same distance along that
line. Trekker's note: Mira is also omicron Ceti, willch
would make the Star Trek planet omicron Ceti 3 a truly
inhospitable place with an annual deep chill - deep fry
cycle as its Sun shrink s and balloons by some 9
magnitudes!

I

A few observers went observing alone in the following
week and reported some ruce viewing. Better still were
the rughts of Sep 22-23rd. A gaggle of telescopes showed
up at Blackfoot, and delivered some stunning sights of
Saturn's rings, including the gossamer crepe ring, cloud
zones, and hints of spokes. Larry also reported lots of
meteorological action on Jupiter. The Great Red Spot is
easier to see, along with sharper belts.

Don't forget to set up your
scope on Halloween night to do
some sidewalk astronomy for
the kids. Unfortunately, the
lovely crescent Moon is really
low in the west and will
probably be out of sight before
7: 15pm. Also, the planets
won ' t ri se high enough for a
mediocre view until about
7:30pm.

There has been a fair amount of discussion on the ASTRa
email list about finding a western observing location.
Please read the article on page 11 and contribute your
thoughts on the matter.
The Baader solar filter is getting rave reviews. Tills is a
relatively inexpensive ($70 US for a piece 112 x I metre)
coated plastic sheet that delivers a wonderfully sharp
almost white image of the Sun. The quality easily
surpasses the coated glass fi lters at the deck. Sounds like
we' ll have to spring for some. The convection granules
on the Sun's photosphere stand out along with amazing
detail around sunspots.
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As for deep sky objects, remember that the kids wi ll be
much less dark adapted than you , being blasted by light
at every door, and are not likely to be wowed by the small
fuzz of the Andromeda galaxy or the Ring Nebula. Stick
with things like Alberio, Alcor and Mizar, the Double
Double if the night's steady, and a few splashy star clusters
like MIl, NGC 457 the Owl, and the Double Cluster.

.

.~!;

II

Don't bother with globular clusters like M 13 because
under city lights it's pretty dim and requires extra care in
focussing . Typically, you need lower power so that the
kids can find the spot where the light comes out. Be
prepared with the times that Mir or the International Space
Station passes by, and, if they're still around, some Iridium
flares . Adults are especially impressed that on demand
you can conjure up a moving object in the sky.

Observer's
Group Meetings

I'm really looking forward to the Astronomy Workshop
for some nice dark sky observing. In the couple of weeks
leading up to it, prepare a list of things to look for in the
sky. Nab some remaining Messiers, or tackle the fall and
early winter objects on the Finest NGC list in your
Observer ' s Handbook. Another good set is Alan
Whitman's "All Splendours" lists that have run in the
Journal. Why not hunt down an asteroid or two, as well
as the outer planets Uranus and Neptune?

MAP TO THE EDMONTON CENTRE OB.lERVING .lITE
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On Top of

Mt. Kobau
On top of old Kobau
all covered with stars
we soon lost our land-legs
laid aside the guitar. ....

By Sherrilyn Jahrig
was probably not the first to be humming On Top of
Old Smoky at a summer star party,especially since the
rrst twenty degrees of horizon were the potential
headlines for our Kobau experience. The forest fire smoke
kept to its southern source, a hearty northwest wind gusted
through the middle nights of the star-party week, and the
sun popped-us-up-toasted every morning to unzip
whatever had been zipped-up agrunst the wind.

E

Mt. Kobau is a place to just...be. After the first few nights
of excited observing, it became apparent that our own
noise and activity subtracted from the precious silence
held in the mountain tops below. Throughout the Kobau
experience there were moments when the quiet clarity
above was paralleled by a collective respect for the space
around our individual worlds. Great people!
Arriving Friday evening, July 28th, we began with warm
and calm observing nights and two comfortably hot days.
Our southern Canadian friends didn't share our angst
over a bit of haze on the southern horizon and focused on
more transparent regions. The tilted teapot of Sagittarius
poured toward the Pacific, with the great steam of Milky
Way stars rising through Sagittarius, Scutum, Aquila,
Sagitta, Vulpecula, Cygnus and onward. It is thrilling to
view the Lagoon and Trifid, Swan and Eagle nebulae and
cluster-gaze along the way. Starting with M7 and M6 in
Scorpius and sweeping east to M69, 70, 54 and 55 in
Sagittarius, Bob and I took the slow trrun up Nebula Row
with one of us finding clusters in the lOx50 Ultimas and

-=

the other locating them with the 18" . We had lots of
visitors to the club-scope - young and old, amateur and
pro.
Sunday evening, July 30th, we had a solar eclipse/wienieroast (this is when everything is blackened on one side... ).
An awesome cumulonimbus towered over us for a halfhour before the event, fortunately plundering on northeastward. Our friend, Garth Harrington, hosted the partial
eclipse for about twelve people with his 8" SC and we
had some eclipse glasses. A small band of cloud played
hide and seek with the sun at 1923hr(pDT), which actually
made for an action view with puffs and trruls and black
moon shadow biting the solar disk all at once. By the
time of maximum , everyone had a really decent look at,
what was for most, their first solar eclipse view.
A hearty wind arrived from the northwest Monday
evening, setting a pattern of sti II, hot days and gusty, cooler
nights. I was determined to take a nap around eleven
p.m. so told Harris and Bob that I was going inside the
tent so that they could see a big fireball. At 2338hr I hit
the clock display as a big roar went up from the hill. The
sky ripped open for them but their backs were turned. So
much for the early warning
system. We heard that it was
impressive.
Tuesday night a battering wind
revved-up in the north. It would
try to blast us off the bluff-top or
luge down the road-chute to the
trruler area we now know as Harris Flats (see Sept. issue
of Stardust). It felt like we were navigating high seas,
except without the fear of drowning. Since we were still
star-hopping southern skies, the wind at our backs was
not too much of an interference. The seeing, however,
was wobbly.
In general, being high and dry under dark skies gave
superior views of familiar objects -MIS, 13,57,11,31
and especially the Dumbbell Nebula (M27). There was
obvious light encroachment from the town in the east
and an occasional aurora impressed observers from the
south (distressing us 'jaded' northerners) . The earlier

I

New Moon date also meant the sun took a shallower dive
beneath the northern horizon.
We observed forty-five Messiers - mostly globulars, then
open clusters, nebulae with striking dust lanes , starcloud
and galaxies. M33 in the Triangulum was naked-eye on
Friday, August 4th, our best observing night.
The sub-alpine sage, wildflowers and abundant butterflies
guiding us along the many trails made the tenting
experience an all around high. Camping is especially

clean without campfires. And water? Bring lots .... even
though Bob and I don't sweat, people around us seemed
to feel the need to take a bath at least once a week ...
After eight consecutive nights of observing, daytime
pastimes seemed trivial and I felt strung like a puppet
from the stars, more connected to the celestial sphere than
the blue water-ball turning below.
Kobau. Next to heaven.

.The SSSP 2000 - Solar Max ~{'nJ~
Saskatchewan Summer Star Party

By Murray Paulson

E

is nice to have the summer's star parties separated
so you can try and attend all of them. I managed to
ead out on the Thursday afternoon, two boys and a
trailer in tow in search of my second star party of the
summer. It was a long drive, starting ostensibly at one
p.m., but actually getting out of town by 2:30. I had
arranged to convoy with Arnold Rivera, but after sitting

Like an hourglass, traffic trickled past the accident and
we finally got away only to discover the traffic backed up
on Highway 21 due to road construction. You can ' t win!
Many hours later, just east of Bassano we dinned on
supper, and then Arnold Rivera and his family pulled in
behjnd us! So much for plans of mice and men. Together,
we finally pulled into the SSSP camp at 11 :30 p.m., lights
off in the astro friendly mode under a mostly
cloudy sky. Arnold and I did a reconnaissance
walk in search of a parking spot and we came
across a group of people gathered around a fire. I
could recognise Kevin Black's voice out of the
blackness, and there we were among old friends.
Star parties are a sort of family reunion, I feel
instantly at home.
Well, the Thursday night was a washout, but it
allowed us to recover from our 9 hours on the
road. The next day was partly cloudy but warm.
We wandered around to see who had made it to
the star party. Cathy McKinnon and her husband
were nestled away in the trees between the Rick
Huziak - Dale Jeffries encampment and the
Winnipeg group. Later on, Paul Campbell and

in the freeway parking lot while the traffic backed up to
the west city limits, I knew he would be well ahead of us.

Ii'"

Continued on page 10
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had bumped the camera when they had stopped by to see
what was up. I stopped by and talked to Al Hartridge of
Saskatoon. He had just given up for the night after falling
asleep at the guiding eyepiece of his 6" refractor 70+
minutes into a 90-minute exposure! One minute he was
guiding with a star on the cross hairs, then all of a sudden,
the star was on the far side of the field. DANG!

The SSSP 2000 - Solar Max - Continued from page 9
Sherry MacLeod found a spot in between Cathy and Rick.
Debbie and Doug Billy were camped over on the west
side of the grounds. That evening the sky cleared up save
for the smoke haze from Montana fires. After my binocular
Skywalk, I met Dan Kulak of Edmonton and we compared
our binocular collections. I was impressed by his 18 X 70
Nikons, but I sti ll liked my 10 X 70 Fujinons for ease of
use. 18 power really needs the binocular mount. I was
even lucky enough to get to tryout the Bushnell hlghend binoculars, the 8 x 50 Elites from the Bushnell reps
out of Saskatoon. These were every bit as good as my 8 x
30 Zeiss, and they were in the same price bracket as well.
The stars were pinpoint from edge to edge once you
figured out the proper eye placement, and the field was
very flat, dark background and contrasty. You get what
you pay for. I wouldn't have minded adding them to my
stable of optics. "Honest, they were on sale!" "Only $ 12oo!
Thlnk of all the money I saved." (Yah, right! II)
On Saturday of course, we passed by the swap table and
were tempted, but held off on that 80 mm Schmidt-Casso
The afternoon talks were quite good with the hlghlights
being Alan Dyer's talk on hls expedition to Australia last
spring and Jack Newton 's review of his many years of
imaging. Alan Dyer's photos were fabulous. The kind of
stuff that begs you to cross the world to soak up those
exotic photons. Wonderful photography, the kind that we
have become so accustomed to from Alan. Jack's talk
wound through his long history of leading edge imaging.
He wound it up with hls bed and breakfast ventures in
Florida and Osoyoos. His facility has the high end Meade
16" SCT and 7" refractors . He showed some imaging
where he had shot the Hubble deep field. He got 35 of the
1500 galaxies. Pretty good for an amateur.
We then enjoyed the fine banquet and watched everyone
else win door prizes! How do they do that any way? Then
back out to the telescope field for one more good night of
observing. This night had much less of the smoke haze
and was good right till twilight the next morning. I
discovered that you have to protect your camera when
you want to do hours worth of star trails. I looked at my
shot when I got the film back the next week and there
was a tell tale jog in the stars that showed that someone
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Some of us stayed for the Sunday to get one more night.
Well, Murphy was around the corner and as the afternoon
progressed, the clouds got trucker and trucker. The night
was locked up so tight that nary a photon got through
unimpeded. Fortunately, the gang at Richard Huziak's
site had junk food, hot dogs and a few spare drinks for
Photon starved astronomers. Of course, the sun was there
to greet us in the morning. We set up the scope and got a
good look at Mercury and Venus in the morning. I helped
a few people who had never seen Venus in the daytime by
lining up a lawn chair behlnd the scope and guiding them
in so they could spot it with a pair of binoculars. Despite
the smoke haze, the cloudy Sunday night, and not winning
a door prize, it was an enjoyable star party and a great
opportunity to see our friends that we only get to see once
a year.

Picture of the Month

A false colour image of ultraviolet light emitted by the
hot gas which comprises the Sun's coronal loops. Earth
is shown for scale. Photo courtesy of NASA's Transition
Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) spacecraft.

"
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the west or set there. We don ' t want to be at Blackfoot
looking at them through Edmonton's skyglow.

Observers
Seek
Western
Site

B): it can be clear in the west and cloudy at Blackfoot.
Both nights of Friday and Saturday the 22-23rd were like
that. Although steadfast observers were rewarded by
clearing at Blackfoot well after midnight, had they gone
west, they could have been observing at 8:30 p.m. Check
out the satellite image to see for yourself.

By Alister Ling

T

here has been a fair amount of discussion on the
ASTRO email list about finding a western
observing location for Centre members. At the
moment, there is a tentative spot called Chickakoo Lake,
located roughly 30 km west of St Albert. It is run by
Parkland county, so has day-use faci lities similar, I think,
to Blackfoot.
We' ll print a map in Stardust once we're comfortable with
the site. If you know of another (relatively) safe place,
please say so.

C): We have several members who live in St Albert and
western Edmonton who on occasion would simply like to
pop out for three hours on a weeknight, and going to
Blackfoot would entail an extra hour of driving compared
to going west.

Are there drawbacks? Naturally. We need to find a place
that will have day use in winter, so that the parking lot
would see snow removal. Given the proximity of Spruce
Grove, Stony Plain, and the Wabamun area power plants,
the sky won't Ukely be as dark as Blackfoot. As well, we
don ' t want the site to be more than an hour's drive. On
the positive side, we should be able to get both a darker
and lower southern and western horizon compared to
Blackfoot.
If you know of any spot that fits the bill, please approach
Lance Taylor, Scott Henderson , or myself.

There are three primary reasons for wanting a decent
western site. A): nice comets at their peak either start in

<i<;:i',

I
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planet
Report
By Murray Paulson

his month, the sun passes through Virgo and the
realm of galaxies. Mercury and Venus have
preceded it and are now in Libra. In a month's
time, Mercury will change places with the sun, and Venus
will slide down through Scorpio to Sagittarius. October
11 sees Mercury at Dichotomy, or 1/2 phase. It will subtend
7.5" of arc at this greatest eastern elongation, 24 degrees
from the sun, and shine at magnitude -1.7. As 1 stated in
last month's report, this apparition of Venus and Mercury
is a poor one. The ecliptic is almost horizontal and the
planets are sliding down toward Sagittarius . Daytime
viewing is actually the best time to see them . All you
need is a scope with setting circles. The only caveat is
that Mercury has a low surface brightness, and requires
careful scrutiny of the field once you have set the coordinates. Venus on the other hand is simply dazzling.
In my experience, if the seeing is good, I use 280 to 330
power on the diminutive disk of Mercury. At this power,
you can see the subtle markings that adorn its disk. Catch
it quick, because dichotomy marks its return to the sun
and on October 29, Mercury is at Inferior conjunction
with the sun.

disk has finally surpassed Uranus 's 3.4" disk. Not much
to look at yet, but you might see it's polar cap.

T

I have had a few good looks at Jupiter recently, and it
looks like the south equatorial belt has darkened up. At
the observing weekend at the end of the September, I had
a good look at Jupiter. We followed a shadow transit,
which preceded the Great Red Spot across the disk. The
seeing wasn't terribly good, but when it tightened up,
you could see that the Great Red Spot has darkened up a
bit. I saw it as a thin yellow brown ellipse nestled in the
GRS hollow. If your up in the early morning, you can get
a preview of how high Jupiter and Saturn will be during
this apparition. We will get some excellent views of these
planets this winter. There is a good article in the October
Sky and Telescope on observing Jupiter. At mid October,
Jupiter will be -2.7 magnitude and 45.3" in diameter. It
will swell to 48.2" and shine at magnitude -2.8 from its
4.091 au distance by the November meeting.
Saturn is its usual beautiful self, shining at magnitude .5
and showing a 19.8" disk from 8.35 au. By the November
meeting, it will have expanded slightly to 20.35" at 8.137
au, but will not have changed its brightness. It is very
interesting to have these two giants in such close
proximity. Saturn is actually 84% the physical size of
Jupiter, but almost exactly twice as far away from us. Titan
is slightly larger than Ganymede, but it shines about 4
magnitudes fainter. If you have a big scope and superb
seeing, you might be able to detect the disk of Titan. It is
an interesting contrast that just about any scope 4" and

On October 11 , Venus shows a pearly white 12.6 arc
second Gibbous disk. It shines at magnitude -4.3 from a
distance of 1.341au. By the November meeting, it will
expand to 14.61" and shines at magnitude -4.5 from 1.158
au.
Mars is a morning star. It's red orb shines at magnitude
1.5 just below the hindquarters of Leo. At just 4.0", its
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larger can see the disk of Jupiter's larger moons. The
secret is to use more than 200 power on Jupiter's moons
and more than 400 on Titan. Let me know if you resolve
Titan and give me a description of the scope and powers
used to do it. Tltis sounds like a test for the 7" Starfire, or
a good 12.5 or bigger Newtonian. Until next month, clear
skies.

Nominating
Committee

E

's getting close to elections time again, Time to kick
out the old president. Those who wish to be on the
ominating committee, could you please let me know.
The nominations committee would be responsible for
nominating all elected and non elected positions. While
the nominating committee nominates all positions, it is
up to the newly elected council to ratify all portfolio (nonelected) positions.
Al so if you wish to be nominated, we have a job for you.
Please let me know and I'll make sure the nominating
committee has your name and position for consideration.
Please remember that we also take nominations from the
floor during the January elections. In that case we would
have a good old fasltioned election.

New Loaner
Scope Policy'
he Edmonton Centre Council has decided some
steps must be taken to keep loaner scopes available
to all members.
Beginning with the month of November 2000 the
Edmonton Centre RASC will impose a fine for failure to
return a telescope after one month's use. At the end of
the initial one-month rental period, the fee will double
for each subsequent month until the telescope is returned.
This does not include the summer months of July and
August except in the cases where the telescope in question
was already overdue in June.
Failure to return the scope after 3 months of overdue
charges will result in a 6-month suspension of loaner scope
rental privileges.
Rental charges will remain at $ I 0 per month for RASC
members and $20 per month for non-members.

T

If you can 't make the meeting, a drop-off can be arranged
with a simple phone call.

Any questions, please contact:

Larry Wood
(780) 488-8082
Loaner Scope Coordinator

RAse Meeting Dates for 2000
RAse Observing Dates for 2000
November 13
December 11

:;~<'
""10
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also a smattering of Edmonton Centre members, as Sharon
Tansey, the Paul son clan, Harris and the Jahrigs had
arrived ahead of me. Promptly after setting up camp, I
tried to relax while gazing avidly towards the southern
horizon , waiting for darkness to fall. Alas, the clear skies
were not to last that night - as shortly after sunset clouds
crept in from the Southwest while lightning flashed off
in the distance.

StiU have fond memories of my last (and first) visit
to Mt. Kobau in the summer of 1995 - the black
ides, the many brilliant clusters and nebulae way
down in Sagittarius that are all but impossible to see
clearly from Edmonton ... and meeting a bunch of
astronomers I hadn' t before. And so when it came time
to plan my summer holidays for 2000, another visit to
Kobau was foremost on my mind.

I

As most Edmonton Centre members who' ve visited the
mountain can attest, the dri ve down to the Okanagan is a
long one ... but spread out over three days, it's not *too*
bad (while the occasional lake to jump into is a bonus all
unto itself). And apart from a drenching downpour in
Golden on the first day out, the clear skies and brilliant
sunshine in southern B.C beckoned us onwards, until on
the afternoon of July 30th, there we were in Osoyoos,
ready to make the ascent.
Ah yes ... that dratted road . All things considered, it didn't
seem *quite* so bad as it ilid in '95. Maybe it was the
grailing job that I heard had been done a few years back ...
maybe it was my new truck that did the trick? In any
case, despite six trips up and down during the course of
the week, the road didn't give me any troubles. (Several
other attendees, including our own Harris Christian,
weren't quite so lucky, however... Harris managed to lose
2 tires during the course of the Party, on the same day,
even!)
Upon arriving at the summit, we were greeted by a vision
of dust and sagebrush - with the occasional throng of
telescopes and tents thrown in for good measure ... and
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July 31 - Day 2. Awoke to brilliant sunshine and
exceptional *heat* - and soon enough, the mountains
to the west sparked
off thunderstorms
and downdrafts,
including a rather
severe gust that
managed
to
demolish my cook
shelter (the ten inch
spikes I would buy
the next day in
Osoyoos would
so lve that little
problem). That
night,
while
turbulent - was
relatively clear... if
not quite so dark as
I remembered on
my previous visit.
Other astronomers were heard to comment that perhaps
sunspot maximum was causing an increase in the natural
airglow... thankfully there was no auroral interference,
however! The globular clusters in Sagittarius, incluiling
the fon dly remembered M22 and its companions,
beckoned me onwards ... and the meteors - ah yes! By
far the highlight of that evening was an enormous ly bright
(some estimated it as bright as the Full Moon) fireball
east of the Big Dipper... of which I only saw the reflection
in the lenses of my binoculars. By the time I turned
around, only the smoke trail remained.
Aug 1 - Day 3, was by *far* the hottest of the stay perhaps +35 on the summit, which of course sparked off
more thunderstorms. These, however, ran a course closer
@f~

to Kobau summit than those of the previous day - close
enough that we were spattered by rain and (yes!) blasted

by wind yet again. That night, the wind persisted, but
the skies were once again clear and slashed by meteors,
including Perseids and many sporadics (the brightest
perhaps -5 or so). And then, attracted by a view I'd had
of the Veil in Murray's Starfire the night before, I arranged
to borrow an 03 filter from one of the local RASe
members , and proceeded to wander between nebulas
having a good long look. By 2 am, however, conditions
had become rather frigid (perhaps 30 or more degrees
cooler than the day before) and the sleeping bag beckoned.
Aug 2, Day 4 - by this point, the mountain was beginning
to fill up a bit... even though people had packed up and
moved on (including Sharon) others came to fill in the
spaces a bit. Still, I couldn ' t help but observe that things
appear to be a bit more quiet up here then the last time I
was here. While the sky, while promising at first, crudded
out almost as soon as darkness fell. And so the score
card stood - 2 nights semi-lost to cloud, 2 nights plagued
by wind and turbulent seeing. I'm leaving on Friday...
are the gods of Kobau going to co-operate?
Aug 3, Day 5 - Upon awakening, learn that various
amateur astronomer sacrifices caused the skies to clear
after 2 a.m. - about par for the course for MKSP, or so
I'm given to understand! Today is the day that my mother
and I absolutely *have* to descend to Osoyoos to pick up
fresh groceries and ice. Upon arriving in the valley
bottom, observe a thick band of cloud sliding in over the

mountains to the west - is this, my final night on the
mountain, to be doomed as well? Spirits brighten,
however, as we make our way back up onto
the fire road - the cloud is sliding away to
the Southeast, and blue sky beckons ... while
later on that afternoon, wander up to visit new
arrival Barry Arnold, who can be found up on
the now *crowded* summit plateau.
This, almost certainly, was the night that made
the trip worthwhile. The wind, while still
troublesome, was nowhere near as strong as
some of the ' gales ' we dealt with earlier in
the week - and apart from the occasional
scrap of cloud, the skies stayed reasonably
clear all night long. In closure, I spent the
majority of the night wandering up the Milky
Way from Sagittarius all the way to Perseus looking at as
many objects (both Messier and NGC) as I could manage,
and then turned my scope downwards into Taurus to greet
the rising Jupiter/Saturn pair even as the first hint of dawn
began to lighten the eastern sky.
Will I make the long drive down to Kobau again? Almost
certainly - and the next visit won' t be in five years ... but
maybe three, as
the Red Planet
makes its closest
approach
to
Earth in more
than
two
thousand years ...

ALL photos
courtesy of the
author.
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